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1. Theorems on the structure of E(Q)

Theorem 1 (Mordell–Weil (Th. 8.17 in Washington’s book and §8.4)). Let E be
an elliptic curve defined over Q. The group of rational points E(Q) is isomorphic to

Etor(Q)× E∞
where Etor(Q) is the group of points of finite order (torsion points) and E∞ is the
group of points of infinite order.

The group E∞ is isomorphic to Zr where r is the rank of the curve, the rank is
a positive integer r ≥ 0.

On can find a list of records of elliptic curves with high rank at

• History of elliptic curves rank records:
https://web.math.pmf.unizg.hr/~duje/tors/rankhist.html

• High rank elliptic curves with prescribed torsion:
https://web.math.pmf.unizg.hr/~duje/tors/tors.html

In practice, it is hard to compute r, and we don’t even know if r is bounded. The
maximum rank known today is r = 28 (Elkies).

Theorem 2 (B. Mazur (Th. 8.11 in Washington’s book)). Let E be an elliptic
curve defined over Q. The possible torsion groups Etor are{

Z/mZ, m ∈ {1, 2, . . . , 10} ∪ {12}
Z/2Z× Z/2mZ, m ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4} .(1)

Example 1. We saw in Hand-in 1 that elliptic curves in Montgomery form By2 =
x3 +Ax2 +x have a subgroup of order 4, isomorphic either to Z/4Z or Z/2Z×Z/2Z.
It holds over Q and a finite field Fp.

Theorem 3 (Lutz–Nagell (Th. 8.7 in Washington’s book)). Let E be an elliptic
curve defined over Q by an equation y2 = x3 + ax + b with integer coefficients
(a, b ∈ Z). Let P (x, y) ∈ E(Q). Suppose P has finite order. Then x, y ∈ Z. If y 6= 0
then

y | 4a3 + 27b2 .

Theorem 4 (Reduction of a curve E(Q) modulo a prime p (Th. 8.9 in Washington’s
book)). Let E be an elliptic curve defined over Q by an equation y2 = x3 + ax+ b
with integer coefficients (a, b ∈ Z) and discriminant ∆ = 4a3 + 27b2. Let Etor(Q) be
the group of torsion points.

Let p be a prime intger, denote Ep the curve obtained by reducing modulo p the
coefficients a, b. Denote

ρp : Etor(Q) → Ep(Fp)

Q(x, y) 7→
{

(x mod p, y mod p) if Q = (x, y) 6=∞
O if Q =∞
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If p - 2∆, ρp induces an isomorphism of groups between Etor(Q) and a subgroup of
Ep(Fp).

2. Examples

Exercise 1. Let E/Q : y2 = x3 − 43x+ 166.

(1) Check that E is an elliptic curve and P (3, 8) ∈ E(Q).
(2) Calculate 2P, 4P, 8P (with SageMath if you prefer).
(3) Deduce the order of P .

Exercise 2. Let E/Q : y2 = x3 + 3.

(1) Calculate ∆ the curve discriminant
(2) Find #E5(F5), #E7(F7)
(3) What is the order of (1, 2) ∈ E(Q)?

Exercise 3. Let E : y2 = x3 +x/Q. Determine the torsion points with Lutz–Nagell
theorem. Which other theorem can we use and how?

Exercise 4. Let E : y2 = x3−x/Q. Determine the torsion points with Lutz–Nagell
theorem. Compute #E3(F3) and #E7(F7).
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Solution 1.

E = EllipticCurve(QQ, [-43, 166])

P = E(3,8)

2*P

4*P

8*P

4*(-43)^3 + 27*166^2

(4*(-43)^3 + 27*166^2).factor()

[(x^3-x+5) % 7 for x in range(7)]

[y^2 % 7 for y in range(7)]

E.torsion_subgroup()

E3 = E.change_ring(GF(3)); E3.order() # this is 7

E5 = E.change_ring(GF(5)); E5.order() # this is 7 again

E11 = E.change_ring(GF(11)); E11.order() # this is 14=2*7

Solution 2.

(1) ∆ = 4a3 + 27b2 = 27 · 32 = 35 = 243.
(2) #E5(F5) = 6, #E7(F7) = 13 hence E(Q) has no torsion point except ∞.

ρp induces an isomorphism Etor(Q)→∼ a subgroup of Ep(Fp)∀p, p - 2∆

=⇒ #Etor(Q) | #E(Fp)∀p, p - 2∆.
Applying this result to p = 5, p = 7:{

#Etor(Q) | #E5(F5) = 6
#Etor(Q) | #E7(F7) = 13

=⇒ #Etor(Q) | gcd(6, 13) = 1

=⇒ #Etor(Q) = 1 and Etor(Q) = {∞}.
(3) (1, 2) ∈ E(Q) has infinite order. One can notice that 2(1, 2) = (−23/16,−11/64)

has non-integer coefficients.

E = EllipticCurve(QQ, [0, 3])

[(x^3+3) % 5 for x in range(5)]

[y^2 % 5 for y in range(5)]

[(x^3+3) % 7 for x in range(7)]

[y^2 % 7 for y in range(7)]

E5 = E.change_ring(GF(5)); E5.order()

E7 = E.change_ring(GF(7)); E7.order()

E.torsion_points()

P = E(1,2)

2*P

Solution 3. Let E : y2 = x3 + x/Q. Let P (x, y) be a point of finite order of E (a
torsion point). Then Lutz–Nagell ensures that P has integer coordinates (x, y) ∈ Z2,
and moreover, either y = 0 (2-torsion point) or y | ∆ = 4a3 + 27b2.

(1) Is there a point with y = 0? Let’s solve y2 = 0 = x3 + x. One obtains
x(x2 + 1) = 0 hence x = 0 because x2 + 1 = 0 has no solution in Q. The
2-torsion points of E(Q) are {∞, (0, 0)}.

(2) ∆ = 4, is there a point with y | 4? The possibilities are y ∈ {±1,±2,±4}. In
these cases, y2 ∈ {1, 4, 16}. Is there a solution x in Z of x3 + x ∈ {1, 4, 16}?

x 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 . . .
x3 + x 0 2 10 30 68 130 222 . . .

The function x 7→ x3 + x is strictly increasing for all x ≥ 1, hence there is
no solution to the equation.

The torsion points are Etor = {(0, 0),∞}.
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[x^3+x for x in range(7)]

E = EllipticCurve(QQ, [1,0])

E.torsion_points()

E.torsion_subgroup()

E3 = E.change_ring(GF(3)); E3.order()

E5 = E.change_ring(GF(5)); E5.order()

E7 = E.change_ring(GF(7)); E7.order()

Solution 4. Let E : y2 = x3 − x/Q. Let P (x, y) be a point of finite order of E (a
torsion point). Then Lutz–Nagell ensures that P has integer coordinates (x, y) ∈ Z2,
and moreover, either y = 0 (2-torsion point) or y | ∆ = 4a3 + 27b2.

(1) Is there a point with y = 0? Let’s solve y2 = 0 = x3 − x. One obtains
x(x2 − 1) = 0 hence x ∈ {0, 1,−1} and the 2-torsion points of E(Q) are
{∞, (0, 0), (1, 0), (−1, 0)}.

(2) ∆ = −4, is there a point with y | −4? The possibilities are y ∈ {±1,±2,±4}.
In these cases, y2 ∈ {1, 4, 16}. Is there a solution x in Z of x3−x ∈ {1, 4, 16}?

x 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 . . .
x3 − x 0 0 6 24 60 120 210 . . .

The function x 7→ x3 − x is strictly increasing for all x ≥ 1, hence there is
no solution to the equation.

The torsion points are Etor = {(0, 0), (−1, 0), (1, 0),∞}.
[x^3-x for x in range(7)]

E = EllipticCurve(QQ, [-1,0])

E.torsion_points()

E.torsion_subgroup()

E3 = E.change_ring(GF(3)); E3.order()

E5 = E.change_ring(GF(5)); E5.order()

E7 = E.change_ring(GF(7)); E7.order()
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3. Curves of prescribed torsion for ECM

3.1. Montgomery and Brent–Suyama curves for ECM. The following in
Brent-Suyama parameterisation of curves is quoted from [4, §4.6.2].

Montgomery parameterisation of curves is

(2) BY 2Z = X3 +AX2Z +XZ2

In a letter to Richard P. Brent on October 1985, Hiromi Suyama showed that
curves in Montgomery form over Fp always have group order divisible by 4, and also
showed a parametrization that ensures that the group order is divisible by 12, which
Brent describes in [3]. This parametrization generates an infinite family of curves
over Q which can be used to generate a large number of distinct curves modulo N .
For a given integer parameter σ 6= 0, 1, 3, 5, let

(3) u = σ2 − 5, v = 4σ, X0 = u3, Z0 = v3, and A =
(v − u)3(3u+ v)

4u3v
− 2 .

Then the point (X0 : Z0) is on the curve (2) with parameter A. The same
parametrization is used by GMP-ECM [9, §1] and Prime95 [8].

Montgomery showed in his thesis [7] how to choose curves of the form (2) such
that the curve over Q has a torsion subgroup of order 12 or 16, leading to group
order divisible by 12 or 16, respectively, when the curve is mapped to Fp for almost
all p. For curves with rational torsion group of order 12 he uses

(4) t2 =
u2 − 12

4u
, a =

t2 − 1

t2 + 3
, X0 = 3a2+1, Z0 = 4a and A =

−3a4 − 6a2 + 1

4a3
,

where u3 − 12u is a rational square. The solutions of v2 = u3 − 12u form an elliptic
curve of rank 1 and 2-torsion over Q, with generator (−2, 4) and 2-torsion point
(0, 0). However, adding the torsion point or not seems to produce isomorphic curves
for ECM, so we ignore it. Hence for a given integer parameter k > 1 we can compute
suitable values of u and v by computing [k](−2, 4) on v2 = u3 − 12u. We can then
let t = v/(2u). This produces an infinite family of curves over Q.

Curves with torsion 16 and positive rank over Q are more difficult to generate,
see [67, 6.2] for details. We currently implement only one such curve with X0 = 8,
Z0 = 15, and A = 54721/14400.

These parametrizations ensure that the group order is divisible by 12 or 16,
respectively, but the resulting group order of the curve over Fp does not behave like
an integer chosen uniformly at random from the integers that are multiple of 12 or
16, repsectively, in the Hasse interval around p. In particular, the average valuation
of 2 in the group order for curves with rational torsion 12 is 11/3, slightly higher
than 10/3 for curves in Brent–Suyama parametrization (which have rational torsion
6), making them somewhat more likely to find factors. The divisibility properties
will be examined in more detail in [4, Chapter 5].

Very small σ-values for the Brent–Suyama parametrization lead to curves with
simple rationals for the point coordinate and curve parameter, and very small
k-values for Montgomery’s parametrization for curves with rational torsion 12 lead
to simple rationals for a, see Table 1. These rationals can be mapped to Z/NZ easily,
as the denominators are highly composite integers so that the required divisions
modulo N can be done by the methods of [4, Section 4.3.4] and a few multiplications.

When factoring cofactors after the sieving step of NFS into large primes, only
very few curves are required on average since the primes to be found are relatively
small, and with an early-abort strategy, only the first few curves work on larger
composites where arithmetic is more expensive. In spite of the small number of
curves with such simple rationals as curve parameters, it is useful to implement
them as special ases.
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σ X0 Z0 A
2 −1 512 −3645/32
4 1331 4096 6125/85184

k a X0 Z0 A
2 −3/13 196/169 −12/13 −4798/351
3 28/37 3721/1369 112/37 −6409583/3248896

Table 1. Some elliptic curves chosen by the Brent–Suyama
parametrization with group order divisible by 12, and by Mont-
gomery’s parametrization with rational torsion group of order 12.

3.2. More on Suyama curves. [2, Chapter 3]

3.3. Good curves for ECM in Edwards form. An alternative to Montgomery
form of elliptic curves: Edwards curves https://eecm.cr.yp.to/ https://eecm.

cr.yp.to/goodcurves.html
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